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The future role of cataloguers 






University/Academic library 50.2% 316
Public library 19.0% 120
School library 4.3% 27
Don't currently work in a library 4.9% 31
Other 21.6% 136
Other (please specify) 
 
143
 answered question 630
 skipped question 2









 answered question 631
 skipped question 1
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 answered question 631
 skipped question 1






Professional (Librarian) 79.2% 500
Para-professional (Library 




Other (please specify) 
 
35
 answered question 631
 skipped question 1
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 answered question 616
 skipped question 16
6. There is a perceived trend of not replacing cataloguing staff when existing staff leave, or 











 answered question 589
 skipped question 43
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 answered question 589
 skipped question 43






 answered question 162
 skipped question 470
9. Do you believe the traditional skills of cataloguers are transferable to other roles, for 












 answered question 585
 skipped question 47
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 answered question 580
 skipped question 52
11. Do you believe that library courses need to change their curriculum to become more 









 answered question 580
 skipped question 52






 answered question 261
 skipped question 371
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 answered question 580
 skipped question 52
14. Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. Please add any further 






 answered question 97
 skipped question 535
